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April 28, 2016
Re: Arizona’s Move on When Reading law

Dear Colleague:
This letter provides information regarding Arizona’s Move on When Reading law and its
impact on 2015-2016 third graders. Arizona Revised Statutes § 15-701(A)(2) states
that a student may not be promoted from the third grade if the student obtains a score
on the reading portion of the statewide assessment that demonstrates that the student’s
reading proficiency falls far below the third grade level as set by the State Board of
Education (SBE). At its August 24, 2015 SBE meeting, the SBE adopted an AzMERIT
reading cut score for third grade reading proficiency that was intended to be equivalent
to the “falls far below” level previously set for the statewide AIMS assessment for the
purposes of the Move on When Reading statutory retention requirements.
As the Arizona Department of Education stated in earlier communications to LEAs, it
expects that school year 2015-2016 Spring AzMERIT Assessment data will be available
on-line for school districts and charter schools on June 6, 2016. Because the data
regarding third grade students’ reading performance on AzMERIT is available before
the start of academic year 2016-2017, school districts and charter schools must apply
the retention policies of A.R.S. § 15-701(A)(2). At the April 25, 2016 SBE meeting, the
Board affirmed that third grade retention practices as defined by A.R.S. § 15-701 must
be implemented with no adjustments. Accordingly, current third grade students are
subject to the retention requirements if they do not meet the required score on the
reading portion of the AzMERIT assessment.
If a third grade student obtains a score on the reading portion of AzMERIT that
demonstrates that the student’s reading falls far below the third grade level, the student
should be retained and provided the intervention and remedial strategies consistent with
A.R.S. § 15-701(A)(2)(c)(i) through (iv), unless the student falls within one of the
statutory exemptions from retention described in A.R.S. § 15-701(A)(2)(b)(i) and (ii).
Reading the statutory provisions of A.R.S. § 15-701 together, a school district or charter
school may prescribe and apply its policies under A.R.S. § 15-701(B)(5) regarding
subsequent promotion to the fourth grade for a student who has been retained and
provided the intervention and remedial strategies required under A.R.S. § 15701(A)(2)(c). Thus, a student who has been retained and receives summer school
reading instruction or other interventions under A.R.S. § 15-701(A)(2)(c) may be
promoted to the fourth grade if sufficient progress is made consistent with the
application of a school district or charter school’s policies under A.R.S. § 15-701(B)(5).
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We believe that most school districts and charter schools have followed the annual
written notification requirements to parents under A.R.S. § 15-701(B). By so doing,
school districts and charter schools will have identified and worked with students to
improve their reading proficiency. Additionally, following these practices will minimize
disruption and avoid surprise for third grade students who do not meet the required
score on the reading portion of the AzMERIT assessment. SBE understands that the
release of AzMERIT scores after the close of the school year creates difficulties for
schools with respect to the promotion of third grade students. SBE has received
assurances from ADE to work with the AzMERIT vendor and is encouraged that the
results of the Spring 2017 administration of AzMERIT will be released to school districts
and charter schools before the end of the next academic school year.
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